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he mass public in the Soviet Union is not enthusiastic about free-market reform. How, then,
do citizens in a former communist regime develop an appreciation for free-market reforms?
Different explanations for attitudes toward free market reforms are tested using data from a
survey of the European USSR conducted in May 1990. First, negative assessments of recent economic
performance is a catalyst for popular support for the market economy. Although very underdeveloped,
there is a nascent free-market culture in the Soviet Union that makes a modest contribution to support
for free-market reforms. The free-market culture that is developing in the former Soviet Union
resembles that of social democracy, rather than laissez-faire capitalism. Democratic values and support
for free markets are mutually reinforcing, suggesting that support for democracy makes a very
important contribution to support for free-market reform.

the August 1991coup in the Soviet Union, have tried
to exploit popular antagonism to market reform for
antidemocraticgoals.
Can these countries both maintain democratic institutions and weather the transitionto a free-market
economy? An important contributingfactor is public
support for these initiatives, my central focus here.
First, Soviet citizens are hypothesized to respond
negatively to mismanagementof the overall economy
by embracing alternative economic solutions. Over
the past 20 years the Soviet economic situation has
deteriorated,culminatingin economic chaos in 1990.
Given the historical failure of central planning, freemarket reform is hypothesized to represent an alternative policy choice for the average citizen. This
support will be forthcoming even though individual
citizens in 1990 could expect serious economic dislocation as a result of these reforms:they could see the
serious hardships faced by other former communist
regimes that had already undertaken the transition,
in particular, Hungary and Poland (see Gelb and
Gray 1991). Because Gorbachevhad initiated so few
fundamental economic changes by 1990 there is little
question that central planning was the likely scapegoat for the country's economic chaos (Goldman

he Soviet Union and the countries of Eastern
Europe have embarked upon an experiment
that reverses the historical relationship between capitalism and democracy.1 Most countries
experienced democratization after the introduction
of free-market institutions (e.g., the recognition of
certain basic property rights, enforcement of contracts, a free-marketpricing system). Having adopted
democratic institutions, the successful implementation of free-marketpolicies will be influenced by the
willingness of the Soviet citizens to accept what are
often rather draconian measures with very serious
short-termcosts, such as unemployment and rapidly
rising prices.2 But why would citizens support policies that have negative affects on the national economy and on their own standard of living? In order to
answer this question, I address what Albert Hirschman (1981)characterizedas the political economy
of patience.3I shall explore the factors that shape the
response of the Soviet mass public to free-market
reforms:Why are some citizens patient, while others
are not?
Armed with their recently acquired democratic
rights, the mass publics in the former communist
T

regimes are registering their growing impatiencewith

free-marketreforms (Brusztand Simon 1991).The fall
1991 parliamentaryelections in Poland registered the
mounting popular dissatisfaction with free-market
reforms. Even in the former German Democratic
Republic, popular support for market reforms dwindled as the hardships mounted. Responding to this
dilemma of rising democratizationand growing frustrationwith free-marketreforms, some political leaders are trying to insulate themselves from democratic
influences. As part of his plan to introduce economic
reforms, Russia's president Yeltsin requested greater
executive power and asked for the postponement of
local elections. Polish president Lech Walesa has also
repeatedly asked for increased presidential power
in an attempt to insulate his market reforms from
legislative oversight. Others, such as the leaders of
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1991).

But if assessments of economic performancewere
the sole factor driving support for free-market reform, the prognosis for their popular acceptance
would be poor. Citizens are more likely to tolerate
the social dislocation of economic reform if their
support for change is built upon more substantial
considerations than simple responses to economic
fluctuations. I hypothesize that preferences for freemarket reform reflect an acceptance on the part of
individuals of certain basic premises of free-market
mechanisms-what I call a free marketculture. But
given the collectivist culture of both Soviet and prerevolutionary Russia, this could represent a narrow
foundation.
A more promising candidate is support for democ-
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racy. Scholarshave long argued that there is a strong
correlation,at least at the institutional level, between
democracyand free markets (Dahl 1989;Hayek 1944).
This raises the possibility that at the individual level
preferences for free-marketreforms are likely to follow from the fairly widespread diffusion of democratic norms in the Soviet Union (Duch and Gibson
1991;Gibson and Duch 1993).
Recognizing that free-marketreforms almost inevitably result in widespread short-termeconomic dislocations, political officialsfear that support for such
initiatives can easily dissipate. This pessimism has
been echoed by many scholars, who argue that there
is an "irreconcilableantagonism between democracy
and property and price reforms," primarilybecause
of the "consequences of both of these economic
reforms (namely, unemployment and inflation)."5If
support for free-marketreforms is driven by shortterm responses to existing economic conditions, their
fears are well grounded. Alternatively, if support for
free-marketreforms is built upon more fundamental
foundations (e.g., a free-market culture and democraticvalues), the prospects for such policy initiatives
are much brighter.
I shall test four explanationsfor how Soviet citizens
respond to free-marketreform: (1) individuals' perceptions of economic performance,(2) socioeconomic
structuralself-interest, (3) the presence of a nascent
free-marketculture, and (4) support for democratic
norms. The data are from a survey of the European
USSRmass public conducted in May 1990. I begin by
reviewing the explanations for support for free-market reform, present the operationalization of both
dependent and independent variables, follow with a
discussion of the univariate results, and end with a
presentation of the multivariatefindings.

THEORIESOF SUPPORT FOR
ECONOMIC REFORM
Two important factors shape individuals' policy
choices. First, it is assumed that citizens make instrumental decisions regarding economic policies based
on their assessment of past and future conditions.
Those who link deteriorating economic conditions
with past policies of the command economy will
embrace new market reforms, while the contented
will reject them. Additionally, those who expect to
benefit directly from economic policy changes will
support them. Second, cultural predispositions constrain the range of policy options that citizens will
consider legitimate. Two such constraints are explored here: (1) the popular diffusion of a free-market
culture and (2) the degree to which citizens support
democratic reform. I begin with a discussion of the
instrumental calculations (evaluations of the economy and of economic self-interest)and then move to
a discussion of the two cultural constraints.
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Economic Conditions and Support for
Market Reforms
There is widespread agreement that deteriorating
economic conditions contributed to both elite and
mass support for politicaland economic change in the
Soviet Union.6 The interesting paradox is that the
policies that Soviet elites are forced to adopt will, at
least in the short term, make the economic situation
worse. In EasternEurope support for rapid liberalization deterioratedratherdramaticallyonce the costs of
these initiativesbecame evident, which posed serious
politicalproblems for the new governors (Wolf 1991).
This tendency complicateseffortsto model the impact
of perceptions of the economy on mass policy preferences, because there is considerableuncertainty as
to who the average individual blames for the prevailing economic situation. Let us first explore the critical
aspects of the relationshipbetween perceptions of the
state of the economy and political preferences.
Extensive evidence from the developed democracies suggests that political evaluations are shaped
primarilyby evaluations of overall economic performance, what are referred to as sociotropic assessments. Citizens tend to be motivated by their assessment of the performance of the collective economy
(e.g., overall business conditions), rather than personal or "pocketbook" concerns (Lewis-Beck 1988,
chap. 3). These studies testify to the importance of
both retrospectiveevaluations of the overalleconomy
(Hibbs 1982; Kiewiet and Rivers 1984; Kinder and
Kiewiet 1979; Lewis-Beck 1988) and prospective, or
future, evaluations of economic conditions (Chappell
and Keech 1985;Fiorina1981;MacKuen,Erikson,and
Stimson 1992).
The retrospectivemodel of economic attitudes suggests that dissatisfactionwith status quo policies will
generate support for changing either the incumbent
or the existing policies. In this case, status quo
economic policies are represented by the command
economy put in place by the Soviet communist regime. Under Gorbachev, the basic central-planning
paradigmwas maintained, although he did establish
some of the preconditions to a market economy
(Dowlah 1992, 179; Goldman 1991). Therefore, I hypothesize a negative relationship between retrospective assessments of the economy and support for
free-market reform, the alternative to the existing
command economy.7
Prospective evaluations of the overall economy are
hypothesized to have exactly the same impact as did
retrospective assessments. Soviets who expected the
overall economy to deteriorateare predicted to support free-marketchanges. The reasoning here is that
the average citizen, even given the limited economic
reforms of Gorbachev, continued to associate future
macroeconomic problems with the command economy and therefore embraced the free market as
offering a solution.8 Hence I expect prospective assessments of the overall economy to be negatively
related to acceptance of free-market initiatives, reflecting the rejection of the communist's command
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Economic Assessments and Support for Perestroika, European USSR, 1990 (%)
EVALUATION OF
PERESTROIKAC
Has not begun
Has stopped
Majordifficulties
Some difficulties
Developingwith no problems
Total
Numberof cases

CONDITIONOF
ECONOMYTODAYa
GOOD
AVERAGE
BAD

ECONOMICSITUATION
NEXT YEAR"b
IMPROVE
SAME
WORSEN

11.8
5.9
76.5
5.9
.0

9.6
6.5
66.8
16.9
.3

18.7
16.9
58.4
5.9
.1

5.5
4.7
75.4
14.0
.4

12.3
14.1
63.5
10.0
.1

24.6
19.1
51.0
5.3
.0

100
17

100
355

100
1,083

100
236

100
690

100
545

aThequestion reads, "How would you rate the conditionof the economy in our countrytoday: good, average, or bad?
bThequestion reads:"And what do you think will happen in our economy in a year?Do you think the economicsituationin the countrywill improve,
worsen, or will nothing change?
'The question reads, "How do you think perestroika
is getting along in the country?

economy. A positive relationship between the two
variables would clearly challenge this reasoning.
Such a relationship would indicate that as early as
1990 those expecting the overall economy to deteriorate had become the foes of market reform.
A criticalassumption here is that citizens embrace
the market economy because they are dissatisfied
with economic conditions that they link to the centrally planned economy of the communist regime. It
is assumed that in 1990 citizens attributedresponsibility for both past and anticipated economic problems with the old regime. This assumption is complicated by the fact that Gorbachev had initiated very
limited reforms by 1990, when the survey was conducted. Hence there is some possibility that a significant sector of the population in 1990linked economic
deteriorationto free-marketinitiatives. The cross tabulations in Table 1 suggest this was not the case.
Respondents were given an opportunity to evaluate
the policies of perestroika.9Two of the options were
that perestroika had not even begun and that the
implementation of perestroika had stopped. Both
options suggest an impatience with the slow progress
toward a freer economy. If the economically disgruntled were blaming free-market policies, then they
would be the least likely to express impatience with
the pace of perestroika'sreforms. In fact, for the two
questions regarding the overall economy, the disgruntled are the most likely to indicate that perestroika had stalled. For example, 25% of those who
expected the economic situation to worsen the following year thought that perestroika had not even
begun, while among those expecting improvement in
the economy only 6% shared this opinion. To conclude, those who think the overall economy has
performed-or will perform-poorly are more likely
to be unhappy with the slow pace with which perestroika has been implemented. The economically
disgruntled do not seem to be blaming free-market
reforms.
Political preferences can also be shaped by how
individuals think the economy affects their personal
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financial well-being, ("pocketbook"considerations),
as opposed to evaluations of the overall collective
performanceof the economy. But the evidence suggesting that sociotropic motivations outweigh pocketbook explanationsis considerable(Lewis-Beck1988;
Kinder and Kiewiet 1979; MacKuen, Erickson, and
Stimson 1992),and thereforeI do not expect that they
will %laya particularlyimportant role in this context. Nevertheless, to the extent that there is a
pocketbook effect, I hypothesize a negative relationship between it and support for market reform. The
more one expects one's personal economic situation
to deteriorate,the more likely one is to embracethese
economic changes, because (as was just demonstrated) responsibility for pocketbook conditions is
attributed to the previous regime. Once again, I
expect these pocketbook concerns to be considerably
overshadowed by preoccupations with the overall
economy.
Let us briefly summarize these hypothesized relationships. Retrospective assessments of economic
performance are hypothesized to be negatively related to support for economic reform:negative evaluations should generate a rejection of past economic
policies and support for change. Similarly, I expect
that the relationshipbetween prospective evaluations
of economic conditions and support for free-market
change will be negative because at the time citizens
still associated future economic problems with the
past regime. Thus, the strongest proponents of market reform are those who see the overall economy
deteriorating.
Socioeconomic Self-Interest
Zaslavskaya points out that economic reform in the
Soviet Union offers important long-term benefits for
certain sectors of society while making life more
difficult for other segments (1990a, 157). This argument suggests that above and beyond the short-term
costs associated with economic reform, individuals
can clearly recognize how structuralchanges in the
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economy will affect their long-term interests. For
example, Zaslavskaya also notes that the average
skilled worker will support economic reformbecause
skilled workers have "both the possibilities and the
vital need for extra earnings" (p. 164). On the other
hand, skilled workers in the distribution, public catering, and personal and domestic service sectors are
likely to oppose free-marketreforms, because these
workers derive significant materialbenefits from access to goods and services that were virtuallyunavailable to the typical consumers. Access to these privileges assured them living standardshigher than their
nominal salaries would indicate. Hence those benefiting from these privileges might be expected to
oppose privatizationbecause it would likely eliminate
these special benefits."
But an average citizen's ability to evaluate the
long-term implications of the free market assumes
sufficient information to make such calculations.
Given that the market economy represents such a
sudden break with Soviet traditions and that prior to
perestroika it received only limited (and generally
negative) public discussion, individuals may have
had insufficientknowledge to assess how the market
economy would affect their personal economic interests.'2 Limited information might undermine the
correlation between self-interest and free-market
preferences.
Although detailed information on the objective
situation of different occupational groups in the
formerSoviet Union was not available, I can test two
ratherbroad generalizationsabout the self-interest of
groups in Soviet society. First, I propose a crude
ranking of free-market self-interest. Following
Zaslavskaya(1990a),I expect those working in industry and agricultureto be the most enthusiastic about
free-market reforms. Again following Zaslavskaya,
I expect the service sector of the Soviet economy
will be less enthusiastic about reforms because it
has benefitted most from "informal" access to a
variety of difficult-to-obtaingoods and services. All
of these sectors should be more supportive than
those on state aid, the majority of which consists of
pensioners.
Other socioeconomic groups are likely to be affected in a systematic manner by economic reform,
thus creating socioeconomic groups of winners and
losers. First, I hypothesize that the younger and
better-educated in Soviet society are more likely to
support free-marketreforms, partiallyout of a recognition that they would be better equipped to succeed
professionally and financially in such an environment. Second, I expect the wealthy to be less supportive of economic changes because free-market
reforms would threaten their privileged access to
goods and services. Thereis little reason to expect the
beneficiariesof the economic status quo to be strong
advocates for change.
Thus I expect socioeconomic structuralself-interest
to play an important role in shaping preferences,
even though informationcosts and measurementproblems might somewhat underminethe relationship.
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Free-MarketValues
Market reforms result in very serious short-term
dislocations and hardships (InternationalMonetary
Fund et al. 1991). Therefore, to the extent that support for market reforms is built on a foundation of
fundamentalbeliefs, Soviet citizens are more likely to
support these institutionalchanges even in the face of
serious hardships. One of these fundamental values
is a free-marketbelief system. These values are distinct from preferences for institutional reform. The
latter concern support for specific policy initiatives
such as privatizationwhereas free-marketvalues are
fundamental beliefs (e.g., how market mechanisms
operate and what levels of inequality are appropriate
in society). Although the two are correlated, there is
no reason to consider them synonymous. It is conceivable that individuals in many capitalist nations
support the link between incentives and economic
efficiencieswithout necessarily supporting the privatization of state-owned firms. There are societies
(e.g., Sweden) where citizens have expressed a preference for significant reductions in wealth and income inequalitiesbut at the same time express strong
support for market pricing mechanisms. Thus, I
contend that a free-marketbelief system stimulatesbut is hardly synonymous with-support for freemarket reforms.
If support for free-marketreform is predicated on
support for free-market principles, the success of
marketreformswould thereforebe somewhat contingent upon how widely these principles (e.g., the role
of inequality as an incentive in the market economy)
are embraced. Recent survey evidence from the Soviet Union gives reason for some optimism. A comparison of Soviet and U.S. beliefs about free markets
concluded, rather surprisingly, that the two mass
publics have very similar attitudes towards fairness,
income inequality, and incentives and in their understanding of the working of markets (Shiller, Boycko,
and Korobov 1991).
But there is a strong argument to the contrary
suggesting that fundamental beliefs about the free
market have been shaped by centuries of official
norms hostile to the institution. According to many
scholars, Soviet cultural traditions undermined the
development of a free-marketculture (Pipes 1990;H.
Smith 1989;White 1979). For example, they point to
the collectivist traditions of the old Russian mir
dating back to Czarist Russia that emphasized common ownership of land and disapproved of individual enterprise. This, of course, was followed by the
collectivist traditions of the communist regimes. Social-learningtheories would argue that officialpropaganda has undermined any support for the freemarket among the mass public (Gibson and Duch
1993).13 Several Soviet scholars have endorsed this
argument that the Soviet mass public has embraced
officialnorms (e.g., DiFranceiscoand Gitelman 1984;
White 1977, 1979). Moreover, much of the internal
debate over economic reformin the Soviet Union has
emphasized the obstacles that Soviet economic cul-
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ture poses for the implementation of free-market
reforms (Shmelyov 1991).
Thus, I am hypothesizing a strong relationshipbetween free-marketculture and support for free-market reforms. But levelsof commitment to free-market
beliefs will be low given historical traditions in the
Soviet Union.
Democratic Reform
The popular endorsement of democraticinstitutions
represents a potential foundation for free-market
reforms. There is a rich philosophical literaturethat
emphasizes the link between democracyand the free
market.'4A society that has embracedthe notions of
liberty and the competition of ideas-so integral to
democracy-is therefore likely to support the concepts of liberty, freedom, and competition that are
criticalto free markets. Hence, those who have embraced democratic norms are expected to respond
positively to free-market changes. Given relatively
high levels of support for democracy in the Soviet
Union (Gibson and Duch 1993), this suggests that
large proportions of the population should embrace
free-marketreforms.
But the historical record questions the importance
of democracyas a foundation for free-marketreform.
History suggests a strong correlation between the
two institutional reforms but at least in the past,
free-marketeconomies have precededthe emergence
of democraticinstitutions. Many nondemocraticsocieties have accepted free-marketinstitutions, but all
democraticsocieties have had free-marketeconomies
(Berger1986;Dahl 1989;Lindblom 1977, chap. 12).'5
The Western European model of development is one
that starts with the nation-state and moves to capitalism and finally to democracy. At least at the level
of national institutions, free markets have been a
necessary-but not a sufficient-condition for the
development of democraticinstitutions.'6 At the individual level, this suggests that the development of
free-marketpreferencesmight predate the acquisition
of democratic values, but not vice versa. To some
extent the authoritarianmodel of capitalism (along
the lines of Pinochet in Chile and Park in South
Korea) presumes that a well-developed democratic
culture is not essential to the introduction of freemarket institutions.
But recent transitions to democracy and free markets in the former communist regimes occurred under different historical circumstances. In the case of
transition from communist regimes, support for democracy is probably more widespread than for free
markets, raising the possibility that democraticnorms
fostered support for economic change. One reason is
that Soviet citizens, particularlysince the early 1960s,
had some limited opportunities for democraticparticipation and therefore the development of democratic
norms. In fact, there is evidence that participationof
a democraticnature was promoted by the totalitarian
regime and by official ideology (see Hahn 1988;
Hough 1976). Recent survey researchfrom the Soviet
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Union seems to confirm this fact (Bahry and Silver
1990;Duch and Gibson 1991;Zimmerman1987).Free
markets and capitalism, on the other hand, were not
tolerated either in practice or according to official
ideology. (Even the exceptional concessions to markets such as private plots in agriculturewere allowed
very grudgingly.) This raises the possibility that individuals were much more likely to develop an appreciationfor democracythan for capitalism. Hence,
the transitionfrom communism to democraticcapitalism may representone of the unique situations where
democracy was the catalyst for free-marketreform.
Thus I expect greaterlevels of support for democratic
institutions as compared to free-marketreform.
Establishing that preferences for democracy are
causally prior to support for free-marketreforms will
be difficult, given the data available. It may in fact be
the case that individuals developed these preferences
for democratic institutions prior to embracing the
marketeconomy but (at least at any point in time) the
same set of factors are likely to correlate with both
variables,making it difficultto identify any nonrecursive model that included support for democracy and
for free-market institutions. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect a strong correlationbetween support for democracy and for the market economy.
To summarize briefly, I have hypothesized that
four factors shape preferences for market reforms:
economic performance, self-interested structuralopportunitiesgeneratedby these changes, diffusion of a
free-market culture, and popular endorsement of
democraticinstitutions.

SUPPORT FOR MARKET REFORM IN
THE SOVIET UNION
These arguments regarding the development of support for free-market reforms are evaluated on the
basis of a representative sample of Soviet citizens
16-years-old or older residing in the European portion of the USSR. Interviews were conducted in May
1990. The face-to-facesurvey of approximatelyfifteen
hundred Soviet citizens was conducted in association
with the Institute of Sociology, USSR Academy of
Sciences.17

I begin by defining popular support for free-market
policies, the dependent variable in this analysis.
Three dimensions of the free-market stand out as
particularlyimportant for the general public: liberalization of prices, a free labor market, and private
ownership.

Most economists consider the liberalization of
prices to be an essential element of market reform in
the Soviet Union and EasternEurope. Moreover, it is
a centerpiece of Yeltsin's economic reforms (International Monetary Fund et al. 1991; Kornai 1990, 146;
Lipton and Sachs 1990).19But efforts to introduce
radical price reform have been resisted in the Soviet
Union. For example, Gorbachevrejectedthe Shatalin
plan and Yeltsin hesitated regarding freeing energy
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General Support for Economic Reform, European USSR, 1990

ITEM
Radicaleconomic reformis
necessary'
Favoran economy in which prices
set by supply and demandb
Favorprivateownershipwith highqualitygoods, high prices, and
inequality

SUPPORT
MARKET
REFORM

CAN'T
SAY
EXACTLY

OPPOSE
MARKET
REFORM

TOTAL

FACTOR
LOADING

54.3

20.3

25.4

100

.54

48.0

22.1

29.9

100

.69

50.9

22.6

26.5

100

.61

Note: Eigenvalue equals 1.75 and explains 58% of the total variance. N = approximately 1,500.
aThe question reads: "Let's talk about the possibility and necessity of radical economic reform in the Soviet Union which may lead to a free market
economy. Some people say that such reform may at first lead to unemployment and inflation of prices after which may come plentiful consumer goods
of high quality and economic prosperity. Do you think it is necessary to introduce such economic reform in the Soviet Union or not?"
bThe question reads, "Are you in favor of an economy in which prices are set by supply and demand and people get jobs when they are qualified for them,
or are you in favor of an economy in which prices are set by the government and people are given a job even though it may not be the one they prefer?"
cThe question reads, "Are you in favor of a form of ownership in which there are many high-quality goods but not everyone has the same opportunity
to buy them because of the prices, or a form of ownership in which prices of goods are low and all can obtain them, but goods are not available
everywhere?"

prices and attempted, in early 1993, to reintroduce
price controls. This is primarily because of the expected political fallout from the inevitable rise in
prices of many goods that would follow liberalization
(Gati 1990, 138-39; Sachs and Lipton 1990; Shiller,
Boycko, and Korobov 1991).
Another criticalelement of free-marketpolicy initiatives is a free marketfor labor. Under the command
economy, employment was largelyguaranteedby the
state and individuals had constraints on the types of
jobs they were allowed to take.20Free-marketreforms
will require the government to reduce its authority
over employment decisions considerably and shift
responsibility for finding and maintaining employment to the citizen. As a result, Soviet citizens are
confronted with the real possibility of unemployment, which officialfigures suggested hardly existed
prior to 1992 (Cook 1990;Sanjian 1990).
Finally, free-marketreform includes the introduction of private ownership into an economy that has
had limited historicalexperiencewith such a concept.
Without extensive privatization many believe that
these other initiatives would have little positive impact (Kornai1990, chap. 4; Sachs and Lipton 1990).At
the micro level this is expected to lead to greater
efficiencyof the Soviet firms, while at the macrolevel
it should reduce government subsidies and bring
down the budget deficit.
The dependent variable in this analysis combines
all three of these important dimensions of the freemarket policy debate in a single measure.2' Each
question was worded so as to present the respondent
with a balanced view of the policy initiatives (see
Table 2). The questions presented the respondents
with both the positive and negative aspects of the
policy initiatives. For example, price reforms would
promote greater variety of goods and services but
would result in dramaticallyhigher prices and unemployment (at least in the short term). As many have
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pointed out, there is a tendency for Soviet citizens to
want to have their cake and eat it, too-be spared the
cost of free-market reforms but enjoy the reforms
(Denisovsky, Kozyreva, and Matskovsky 1993;
Zaslavskaya1990a;Pipes 1990, 80). Thus, it is important to present Soviet respondents with policy options that clearly indicate the costs and benefits of
such reforms.
Similar percentages of Soviet citizens give promarket-reformresponses to each of these three questions-approximately 50%. In every case, about 20%
of the sample is undecided as to whether they support or do not support free-marketreforms. Finally,
for each of the questions, about a quarter of the
sample is opposed to changing the economic system.
The percentage of the sample that gives freemarketresponses to all three of the questions gives a
better approximationof core Soviet support for freemarketreform. Of the sample 27.5%responded positively to all three questions, suggesting that about a
quarter of the Soviet population stands strongly in
support of free-market reforms.22 A very similar
percentageof the population (26.5%)stands firmlyon
the opposite side of the issue, strongly opposing such
changes in the economic system (i.e., giving all
antimarket responses). In 1990, support for radical
economic change was, to say the least, lukewarm:
almost a majorityof the population seemed uncertain
about free-market reform, and only 25% were
strongly committed to these policies. The large number of citizens who express ambivalent preferences
regarding free-marketreform is not surprising given
the political context in 1990. Gorbachevhad strongly
endorsed liberal political reforms, but he had made
very limited moves toward promoting a marketeconomy. Enterprisesessentially remainedin government
hands; competition did not exist; and prices, although raised at the procurement and wholesale
level, remained frozen and under government con-
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Retrospective Evaluations of Personal Financial Situation, European USSR, 1990
ITEMS
Shortages'
Vitalnecessities
Food goods
Nonperishablegoods
Unemployment

VERY
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

NOT VERY
IMPORTANT

NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT

DON'T
KNOW

TOTAL

60.0
62.0
50.4
33.7

30.9
27.9
37.2
30.2

7.2
8.6
9.9
20.1

1.5
1.1
2.2
13.1

.4
.4
.3
2.9

100
100
100
100

Note:N = approximately1,500.
aThequestion wording for all of these questionsis, "Pleaselook at the list on the showcardand answer how importanteach of the problemslisted below
are for you personallyor for membersof your family."

trol at the retail level (Dowlah 1992; Peck and Richardson 1991). With official policy remaining essentially antagonistic to the market economy, popular
ambivalence to market reform is not surprising.
The dependent variablein the subsequent analysis
is the factor score for each respondent that results
from a factor analysis of these three questions. One
significant factor emerges from a common factor
analysis of the three items using principalaxis factor
extraction. The factor loadings of the three items are
presented in Table 2.23

VARIABLES EXPLAINING SUPPORT
FOR FREE-MARKET REFORMS
SubjectiveAssessmentsof EconomicPerformance
It was hypothesized that perceptions of a deteriorating economy would affect support for free-market
reforms. The data leave little doubt that in May of
1990 Soviet citizens were unhappy with the economy.24 Two measures of retrospective pocketbook
assessments are included in the analysis and their
marginals are presented in Table 3. One indicator
consists of three questions concerning shortages of
basic goods. Eighty percent of the respondents indicated that they considered all three shortages to be
either important or very important for them personally or for their family. In the analysis that follows, a
summary shortage variable consists of the respondent's mean score on these three shortage questions.
Another indicator is unemployment. About twothirds of the sample indicated that they considered
unemployment to be either importantor very important to them or their family, while a third of the
sample indicted that it was either not very important
or not at all important.
Soviet citizens clearly expected their personal financialsituation to deterioratein the near future. The
following list indicates that the Soviet population had
very serious concerns about their personal financial
future.25An overwhelming 84%expressed a concern
over the prices that they would have to pay for goods
in the next twelve months. About half the sample
expected that their family would live worse in the
next year.
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Itemand Response

Percentage

Concern with rising prices in next 12 months
83.7
Very worried
11.5
Somewhat worried
2.9
Not very worried
1.2
Not worried at all
.6
Can't say precisely
.1
Refused
100.0
Total
Family's living standard next year
Much worse
Somewhat worse
No change
Somewhat better
Much better
Can't say precisely
Refused
Total

22.9
23.9
22.7
12.1
1.6
16.6
.2
100.0

Sociotropicmeasures, which are assessments of the
overall national economy, were presented in the
cross tabulations of Table 1. About 70% rated the
economy as bad and only 15%expected it to improve
in the following year. Hence both sociotropic retrospective and prospective evaluations of the national
economy were uniformly bad.
These variablesindicate an overwhelming negative
assessment of economic conditions in the Soviet
Union, regardless whether the reference point is the
national economy or individuals' personal economic
situation and whether the orientationis to the past or
to the future.
Free-MarketCulture
A second set of hypotheses proposed earlier suggested that support for economic reformmight be the
outgrowth of a Soviet free-market culture. Three
dimensions of this culture are included in the analysis. One dimension of a free-marketculture is belief
about how free-market mechanisms operate, measured by the link respondents make between incentives (which of course imply inequality) and economic performance.26 Given that Soviet officials
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Inequality and Economic Efficiency, European USSR, 1990
ITEM
In orderto get people to workbetter,
we need to increase the inequality
of incomes
A great differencein incomes is
necessary for the developmentof
our society
We are more likelyto have a healthy
economy if the governmentallows
more freedom for individualsto do
as they wish
There ought to be more equalityof
income even if it means that some
people willnot workas well as they
do now

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

TOTAL

FACTOR

67.3

15.7

17.1

100

.56

26.9

29.2

44.0

100

.41

50.1

22.6

27.3

100

.34

25.8

15.5

58.6

100

-.22

Note:The "proinequality"response to these items is shown in bold. N = approximately1,500.

practiced, until recently, a policy of wage leveling
that promoted income equality, I might expect little
recognition of the importance of incentives.27 But
evidence suggests that even citizens in command
economies tend to accept the link between incentives
and economic performance(Shiller,Boycko, and Korobov 1991;T. Smith 1989).
Table4 presents the four items from the survey that
measure beliefsof Soviet citizens about the link between inequality and economic efficiency. With the
possible exception of the third item in the table, each
of the statements expresses a clear trade-offbetween
economic efficiency and the political goals of equality.- Three of the items command majority support
for economic efficiency. The second item in the table
is worded quite strongly ("a great difference in incomes is necessary") and commands the support of
only about a quarter of the respondents. Generally,
these results confirm that there is a high degree of
support among Soviet citizens for meritocraticreward
structures (McAuley 1980; Shiller, Boycko, and Korobov 1991).29For the purposes of the following
analysis the respondent's factorscores resulting from

a factor analysis of these four items serve as a
measure of support for meritocratic reward structures.30

A second dimension of free-marketculturepertains
to individual preferences
regarding equality. It is defined here as the degree to which individuals are
willing to accept the abandonment of egalitarian
goals. Egalitariannorms are paramountin the Marxist-Leninist philosophy that represented the foundation for official political culture in the Soviet Union
(Kornai1990, 21). It has been argued that this egalitarianismculturedates back to sixteenth-centuryRussia (Kennan1986).And while wage differentialshave
been accepted as early as the Stalinperiod, significant
differencesin wages have been officiallydiscouraged
(Lane 1990, 32). Moreover, there is evidence that
many Soviet citizens would oppose exaggeratedinequalities that might result from liberal economic policies (Kornai 1990; Pipes 1990; Zaslavskaya 1990b,
105, 130).31These contentions are supported in Table
5, which presents the responses and factorscores for
the three items measuring the degree to which respondents are willing to tolerate increased levels of

Preferences for Egalitarian Policies, European USSR, 1990
ITEM
The differencein incomes among
people in our countryis too great
The governmentshould tryto
equalize income levels
Inequalityamong people will
continueto exist as long as it is
to the advantage of those who
are richand in power

DISAGREE

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

TOTAL

FACTOR

7.1

8.2

84.8

100

.83

17.9

13.8

68.3

100

.61

8.8

13.2

78.0

100

.38

Note:The response opposing egalitarianpolicy is shown in bold. N = approximately1,500.
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General Support for Government Social Guarantees, USSR, 1990 (%)
I

UK

NL

D

CH

A

H

9
25
21
30
14
100

2
7
10
37
44
100

3
20
18
35
24
100

2
8
16
51
24
100

3
7
13
42
36
100

4
20
26
32
17
100

4
9
8
44
35
100

1
3
5.46
45
100

9
32
22
31
7
100

18
41
21
15
6
100

8
14
12
41
25
100

4
23
13
40
20
100

8
24
19
39
10
100

11
19
17
36
17
100

10
29
19
30
12
100

12
20
10
39
19
100

2
8
12
39
40
100

1
9
16
56
18
100
1,342

2
9
13
53
24
100
1,290

1
3
6
43
46
100
884

1
5
11
52
32
100
999

1
5
9
58
27
100
1,330

2
4
7
54
34
100
1,161

0
6
13
49
32
100
809

2
7
10
48
33
100
872

2
10
16
45
28
100
2,156

USSR

AUS

USA

Gov'tshould guarantee jobs
1
Stronglydisagree
3
Disagree
3
Uncertain
32
Agree
62
Stronglyagree
100
Total

7
29
25
30
9
100

VARIABLE

Gov'tshould guarantee income
1
Stronglydisagree
6
Disagree
7
Uncertain
40
Agree
46
Stronglyagree
100
Total
Gov'tshould guarantee
educationto poor children
0
Stronglydisagree
2
Disagree
3
Uncertain
28
Agree
68
Stronglyagree
100
Total
1,500
ApproximateN

Source:The non-USSRdata are from the 1987InternationalSocialSurvey Project(Dekkerand Ester1991).
Note: AUS = Australia; I = Italy; D = West Germany; CH = Switzerland; A = Austria; H = Hungary; NL

inequality.32In the case of all three items, the responses are highly skewed in the proequality direction, suggesting that there is only limited support in
the Soviet population for the inequalities associated
with a free-marketsystem.33 Once again, the factor
scores from a factor analysis of these three items are
employed in the subsequent analyses as the measure
for support for increased inequality.TM
Another dimension of what I have called the freemarket culture is attitudes toward government social
guarantees. Transitionto a free-marketeconomy presumes that the extensive network of government
guarantees that exist in communist societies would
have to be curtailed (InternationalMonetary Fund et
al. 1991; Kornai 1990; Sachs and Lipton 1990).35 I
expect this attitude toward government guaranteesto
be an important delimiting feature of free-market
culture because it is such a contentious point in the
debate over economic change in these societies
(Shmelyov 1991). The commitment of Soviet citizens
to these social guarantees is illustratedin the conclusion Inkeles and Bauer draw from their study of
Soviet emigres in the early 1950s:"There appears to
be a deep-rooted expectation among Soviet citizens
that their government and society will provide extensive social welfare benefits, including job- security,
universal education, medical care, and other securities and guarantees"(1959,236). Hence, respondents
were asked to evaluate the importanceof government
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Netherlands.

job guarantees, income guarantees, and guarantees
to support the education of children of poor families.
The responses to these questions presented in the
first column of Table 6 are highly skewed in the
pro-social-guaranteedirection. Soviet citizens overwhelmingly support the notion of government-guaranteed jobs (94%agreeing), government-guaranteed
income (86%agreeing), and government guarantees
of education for poor children (96%agreeing).
The comparative figures in Table 6 confirm the
soviet citizen's strong support for government social
guarantees.37Nevertheless, on two of the three indicators (job guarantees and educationalguaranteesfor
children) support of Soviet citizens for social guarantees is higher than levels found in Western nations,
although not dramatically out of line. The Soviet
Union has much higher support for income guarantees than all of the countries included in the sample.
The highest percentage agreeing with this statement
is found in Hungary (79%), the lowest, in the U.S.
(21%). There remains overwhelming support in the
Soviet Union for an activist governmental role, ranging from job guarantees and educational funding for
children (which tend to receive strong support in
many European countries) to guaranteed incomes,
which receive much lower levels of support in Western nations.38In the analysis that follows, a composite index of these three variables is employed. The
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Support for Competitive Elections, European USSR, 1990
ITEM
Those supportingcompetitiveelections are
doing harmto the country
Competitionbetween the communistparty
and other partieswillimprovethe way
the authoritiesworkin the Soviet Union
A one-partysystem in the USSR promotes
the developmentof democracy

DISAGREE

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

TOTAL

FACTOR

65.7

26.6

7.7

100

.53

13.8

21.1

65.1

100

61.5

22.6

15.9

100

-.64
.70

Note:The "prodemocratic"response to these items is shown in bold. N = approximately1,500.

index represents the factor scores from a factor analysis of the three variables. The eigenvalue from the
common factoranalysis is 1.66, accountingfor 55%o
of
the item variance. The factor loadings are .7 for job
guarantees, .55 for income guarantees, and .49 for
educational guarantees.
Three dimensions of Soviet free-marketculture are
measured here. An overwhelming majority of the
Soviet mass public recognizes the importance of the
link between incentives and economic performance.
A considerably smaller percentage of the public is
willing to accept the inequalities that are inevitable
by-products of free markets. Finally, there is virtually
no support for a reduction in the social guarantees
provided by the Soviet government.
Support for Democratic Reform
Those who have embraced democratic institutional
changes are hypothesized to support free-market
reform. The focus here is on support for specific
democraticreforms and their relation to explicit freemarketpolicies. Hence support for democraticreform
is based on responses to a series of propositions
regarding free elections in the Soviet Union.39 In
early 1990, this aspect of democratic reform was a
very salient public issue because the nation had
participatedin its first relatively democratic election
in 1989 and local and republic elections were held in
1990.The three propositions comprisingthis measure
(presented in Table7) indicate strong support for this
aspect of democraticreform.40For each of the three
propositions concerning competitive elections, about
two-thirds of the sample registered their support.
Support for democraticreformis the factor score that
results from a factor analysis of each of these three
items.4' I should add, however, that on a number of
other dimensions, Soviet citizens have also expressed
high levels of support for democratic reform: overwhelming majorities indicated that political rights
(such as freedom of speech) should always be respected, and most propositions measuring Soviet
support for the value of dissent commanded at least
majoritysupport (Gibson and Duch 1993).
Care should be exercised in the conclusions drawn
from these indicators. While the Soviet citizens ex-
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press high levels of support for abstractinstitutions of
democracy (such as free elections), on certain more
concrete dimensions (e.g., the tolerance of political
views they dislike or of public disorder), they can be
quite antidemocratic(Gibson and Duch 1993).42 This
is also the finding of earlierresearch from the Soviet
Interview Project (SIP) data (Grey, Jennisch, and
Tyler 1990). Nonetheless, since the focus of this
analysis is on preferencesfor institutionalreform,the
measure of support for democracy adopted here is
institutional in nature.

MULTIVARIATERESULTS
Table8, column 1, presents the regression results for
the pure economic model in which only the prospective and sociotropic economic variables are included
in the equation. Overall these economic variables
explain 10%oof the variation in support for freemarket reforms. Both sociotropic and pocketbook
evaluations of the economy are related to support for
market reforms, but in very different ways. Those
who think the present condition of the economy has
deteriorated and those who expect it to be worse in
the future are more inclined to supportfree-market
reforms. Prospective pocketbook evaluations of the
economy have exactly the opposite effect, contradicting my initial hypothesis. Those who expect their
personal financial situations to deteriorate are more
likely to opposefree-marketinitiatives. In particular,
concernwith future rising prices undermines support
for these initiatives. Some care, however, is called for
in interpreting this particularresult because of the
highly skewed nature of the price concern variable
answer in the affirmative).Retrospectiveevalu(84%o
ations of respondents' personal financialsituationdid
not affect their attitudes toward free-market reforms." With one exception, these results confirm
my hypotheses regarding the economy and support
for economic change. Negative evaluations of the
overall economy, whether retrospective or prospective, seem to generate enthusiasm for free-market
reforms. The exception is that those concerned about
their future personal financial situation were less
likely to support market reforms.
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Multivariate Model of Support for Market Reforms, European USSR, 1990
MARKETREFORMMODELS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Sociotropic
Retrospective
Conditionof economy
Prospective
Conditionof economy
Pocketbook
Retrospective
Familylivingcondition8
Shortagesb

Unemploymentb

1

2

3

4

DEMOCRATIC
REFORMMODEL
5

.43**
(.05)

.42**
(.05)

.33**
(.05)

.16**
(.05)

.45**
(.05)

.08*
(.03)

.05
(.03)

.04
(.03)

.01
(.03)

.07*
(.03)

-.02
(.02)

-.02
(.02)

-.01
(.02)

-.01
(.02)

.01
(.02)

- .03

- .01

(.04)
.00
(.02)

.00

(.04)
.02
(.02)

-.01

(.04)
.01
(.02)

(.03)
.01
(.02)

-.20**

-.17**

(.04)

(.04)

.01

(.04)
- .01
(.02)

Prospective
Prices will rise

-.27**

-.21

Live betteror worsed

(.04)
-.04
(.03)

(.04)
-.02
(.02)

Free-MarketCulture
Oppose social guarantees

**

Oppose income equality

Linkinequality& efficiency

(.02)

(.02)

(.04)
.05*
(.02)

.06*
(.03)

.05*
(.03)

.03
(.03)

-.01

.07**
(.03)

-.07

-.03

.07**

.06*

.05*

(.03)
.27**
(.03)

(.03)
.28**
(.03)

(.02)
.22**
(.03)

-.02

(.03)
.17**
(.03)

Socioeconomic
.01

Ownership

(.01)
.10**

Education
Age

(.01)
.05*

.02

(.01)
.15**

(.02)

(.02)

(.02)

-.01 **

-.01 **

-.01 **

(.00)

(.00)

(.00)

.01

Industry

- .00

(.05)
Farming

-.06

Service

-.02

(.08)
(.05)

-.03

(.05)
-.03

(.07)
-.04

(.05)
.36**

Democracy

(.03)
Constant

Numberof cases
AdjustedR2

-.05

(.20)
1,410
.10

-.34

-.07

(.20)
1,409
.17

(.21)
1,378
.20

*47*

(.20)
1,378
.31

-1 47**
(.20)
1,420
.22

Note:Entriesare unstandardizedregressioncoefficientswith standarderrorsin parentheses.
'High
bHigh
9High
dHigh

=
=
=
=

bad.
important.
worried.
worse

UP< .05.
**p < .01.

The variance explained increases to 17%in column
2, when the free-market-culturevariables are added
to the model. All three dimensions of free-market
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values are statistically significant and have the expected signs. Of the three dimensions, the inequality
variable(which measures the perceived link between
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inequality and efficiency) has the biggest effect. Respondents who believe that inequality is a necessary
condition for economic efficiency are more likely to
support free-market reforms. Second, respondents
who are opponents of government social guarantees
are supporters of free-marketreforms. Finally, those
opposing policies that promote greater equality tend
to be the proponents of market reforms.
The coefficients for the economic variables decline
somewhat from those reported in column 1. Once
again, none of the retrospectivepocketbookvariables
are statistically significant. The sociotropic prospective variable is no longer significant. Only the retrospective sociotropic and the prospective pocketbook
variables now reach statisticalsignificance. This confirms that in addition to the importance of economic
assessments, those who embrace free-marketprinciples are more likely to support free-marketreforms.
Table 8, column 3, presents the coefficient estimates once the socioeconomic self-interest variables
are added to the equation. I restrict myself here to
testing a very simplified version of the self-interested
hypothesis developed earlier.45First, I have included
age, education, and wealth (measured here by a
count of the number of durable goods in the respondent's household). Second, I have included in the
model three dummy variables that assume the value
of 1 for individuals working in the service, farming
and industrialsectors of the economy. (This leaves in
the intercept term primarilyindividuals who receive
government stipends, e.g., students and pensioners). Granted, these are rather rough categorizations
of the working population. Nonetheless, they might
give some indication of whether occupationalgroups
were divided in terms of their support for free-market
reform.
Adding these socioeconomicvariablesto the model
increases the explained variance to 20%.The age and
education variablesare significant,but the ownership
variableis not. None of the dummy variablesfor the
occupational groups are significant in the model. I
interpret the negative coefficient on age as support
for the life-cycle argument that the young support
free markets because they are in a better position to
benefit from the market economy.46 An alternative
interpretation is that it reflects generational differences in values, as opposed to economic self-interest.
This is how Bahry and Silver interpret the cohort
differences in political attitudes and behavior (Bahry
1987, 73; Silver 1987). With the cross-sectional data
available to date, however, it is impossible to distinguish between the life-cycle and generational interpretations. Moreover, I would argue that there is no
strong theoreticalrationalefor expecting generational
differences in support for free-marketreforms. Until
recently, officialSoviet policies have been antagonistic to the free-marketeconomy. Hence there has not
been any significant formative event related to the
market economy that could have impressed a particular generation of Soviet citizens.
The results for education reported in Table 8 also
parallel the SIP findings. Silver (1987) discovers that
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the better educated are more likely to favor private as
opposed to state ownership. Silver does not offer an
explanation for why the better-educated are more
likely to embrace this market reform. I believe that
the correlationconfirmsthat by 1990when the debate
over the costs and benefits of privatizationhad high
visibility, better-educatedcitizens felt more comfortable about their ability to adjust to and benefit from
this new economic order. The less-educated recognized that they would be more vulnerable in a new
market economy because in a competitive labor market those with more education and training have a
distinct advantage.
On the other hand, efforts to identify differential
support among occupational groups failed. At least
with this ratherrough categorizationof occupational
groups, there is no evidence of differentialsupport
for free-marketreform. Finally, there is no support
for the hypothesis that the wealthy, who presumably
have a bigger stake in the status quo, oppose reform.
Those in a position of wealth in the old regime did
not see themselves disadvantaged by the proposed
economic reforms, possibly because the old elite was
often very well placed in the case of privatizationof
state-owned entities.
Democracy and Free Markets
The Soviet results leave little doubt that preferences
for democracy and free markets are highly intercorrelated. The Pearson correlationbetween support for
competitive elections and for free market support is
.47. Not surprisingly, when added to the regression
equation, the explained variancejumps significantly
to .31 (see Table 8, col. 4). The coefficients for the
other independent variables drop somewhat from
their values in the previous equation but those that
were statistically significant remain so in column 4.
Clearly, the partisansof democraticchange are much
more likely than opponents to support economic
reform.
This strong correlationsuggests that Soviet preferences for democraticreform are the result of similar
considerations that shape support for economic reform. I test this proposition by regressing the same
set of variables from the free-marketmodel on the
support-for-competitive-electionsvariable.As the results in column 5 illustrate, the two sets of preferences are shaped by similarfactors. Concernwith the
economy today (the retrospective sociotropic variable) has a very strong correlation with democratic
reform, as is the case in the free-market equation.
Dissatisfaction with the recent performance of the
overall economy promotes support not only for economic change but also for democraticreform.Thereis
also a significant correlationbetween the sociotropic
prospective variable and the democracy measure,
which is not the case in the market equation. With
respect to pocketbook concerns, the two sets of
results diverge somewhat. In the democratic equation, concern about future rising prices is not significant but the variable has a significant negative cor-
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relation in the marketequation. Another differenceis
the moderately significant correlation between concern about future living standards and support for
democraticreform:in the market equation, this variable has no effect. Generally, the impact of prospective pocketbook concerns on democraticpreferences
appears to be even less than in the case of free-market
preferences.
As was the case in the free-marketequation, there
is a relationship between free-market values and
support for democracy but the relationship is much
weaker. Respondents' acceptanceof the link between
inequality and efficiency is significantly correlated
with support for democratic change but the size of
the coefficient is smaller. Moreover, neither of the
other two free-marketculturevariablesare significant
in this equation. Hence there is a connection to
democracy, but it is not nearly as powerful as that to
market reform. Socioeconomicvariables are similarly
related to support for democratic reform: both age
and education are significant and in the expected
direction, while the wealth variable is not.
Clearly,preferencesfor changing both politicaland
economic institutions are part of a similarevolution of
public opinion in the Soviet Union. They are both
supported by better-educated and younger citizens,
more prevalent among those concerned about a deteriorating economy, and more likely found among
individuals who recognize the link between inequality and efficiency. This is a surprising finding. I
would have expected more differentiation between
the two processes, with economic factors (assessments of economic performanceand free-marketculture) importantin the case of free-marketpreferences
but relatively insignificant in the case of support for
democracy. A reasonable conclusion is that preferences for free-market and democratic institutions
tend to have a strong reciprocalrelationship and that
both are shaped by similar factors.
These empirical findings have important implications. The transitionto a free-marketeconomy seems
to be built on a foundation of a free-marketculture.
Respondents who accept the link between inequality
and economic efficiency are much more likely to
endorse free-market reforms. More importantly,
those who do not accept this link (and many in the
Soviet Union do not) are likely to oppose free-market
reform. It is interesting to note that this same variable
is also correlatedwith support for democraticreform,
although not as strongly as with market reform.
Democrats tend to accept the inequalities associated
with the workings of a market- and incentive-based
economy.
In addition to creating hardships, the transition to
a free-marketeconomy will create opportunities for
many citizens. Those most likely to benefit from these
economic changes (the better-educated and the
young) are among the strongest free-market advocates. Once again, although for differentreasons, the
results for the democraticreformmodel parallelthose
for the free-marketequation.
This notion that democrats and free-marketersare
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both cut from similar cloth contradicts some of the
recent findings of Finifter and Mickiewicz (1992).
They find that the better-educatedand those supporting political change (which can be interpreted as
favoring democratic institutions) tend to "be more
supportive of state responsibility,"which the authors
seem to equate with opposition to economic reform.
First, it should be pointed out that attitudes toward
the responsibility of the state for the well-being of
individual citizens are not synonymous with support
for a marketeconomy. (In many Europeancountries,
citizens support the marketeconomy but also favor a
strong role for the state.) In this analysis, I treat
general attitudes toward the role of the state as part of
the free-market culture and distinguish them from
preferences for the implementation of free-market
institutions.
But this caveat aside, the puzzle remains because
my free-market-culturevariablesalso all have exactly
the opposite correlationwith education and democracy than was the case with Finifter and Mickiewicz
(1992). Education and support for democracy have
the following relative correlationswith opposition to
social guarantees (.10 and .07), with the recognized
link between equalityand efficiency(.05 and .16), and
opposition to equality of income (.11 and .09). In all
cases, the direction of the correlations indicate that
the more educated and more democraticrank higher
on the measures of free-market culture which is
contrary to Finifter and Mickiewicz's findings. The
differencesmay be a function of measurement. Finifter and Mickiewiczbase their conclusion on a singleitem indicator of support for an activist state. The
market-economyvariable and the three free-marketculture variables employed in this analysis are all
measured with multiple indicators. It seems unlikely
that by chance these three differentmultiple-indicator
constructs would all have the expected correlations
with education and support for democracy. It is true
though that the "social guarantees" dimension of
free-marketculture, which is most similar to Finifter
and Mickiewicz'"locus of responsibility"variable, is
not significantly correlated with support for democratic reform in Table 8. Hence, it may be that the
particulardimension of free-market culture favored
by Finifterand Mickiewicz is uncorrelated (or possibly negatively correlated) with support for democracy.
On the other hand, my results are consistent with
the positive correlationthat Finifter and Mickiewicz
reportbetween their "inequalityand efficiency"variable and other variablesmeasuring support for political change (eg., competitive elections).47Democrats
accept the link between an inefficient market economy and social inequality. This is particularlynoteworthy because the inequality-and-efficiencyvariable
is the one free-market-culturedimension that is significant in my democracy equation in Table 8.
In large part, Finifter and Mickiewicz' (1992) findings can be incorporatedinto my general finding that
citizens in the former Soviet Union support a decidedly social democraticversion of capitalist democra-
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cy-one that recognizes the importance of supplyand-demand prices, private ownership, and income
inequalitybut at the same time values a strong social
and economic safety net. Because citizens of the
former Soviet Union strongly cling to the notion of a
social and economic safety net, the social guarantee
variable in my model is unrelated to support for
democracyand has a negative relationshipin the case
of Finifterand Mickiewicz.

rating prospective assessments of personal living
conditions tended to bolster support for political
reform. Therefore,I conclude that democraticreform
in the former Soviet Union benefited from perceptions of deterioratingeconomic conditions both at the
societal and personal level.
An interesting issue that can only be addressed in
future research concerns how long individuals are
likely to blame the declining economic situation on
the policies of the previous regime. The evidence
presented here concerns a very early period in the
CONCLUSION
transition to democracy and free markets. If memories of the poor economic performance of the comIn the early part of 1990, public opinion in the
munist regime are quickly discounted, the positive
European USSR seemed unenthusiastic about the
relationshipbetween perceptions of economic decline
free market. The results suggest that such reforms and support for market reform may weaken, and
had solid support among a quarterof the population possibly reverse signs, in the very near future. Reand were strongly opposed by a similar proportion, search from the EasternEuropeancountries suggests
leaving half the sample with mixed feelings. But I am
that the discount rate may be quite high (Brusztand
here less concerned with levels of support for the free
Simon 1992).
market; rather, the central focus is understanding
Economic reform appeals to the young and wellhow these preferences are shaped.
educated, providing some limited confirmation for
An extensive body of literatureargues that political the notion that support for economic reformis instrupreferences are formed by instrumental calculations: mental: citizens who have the resources to benefit
citizens assess policies, incumbents, or even regimes
from such policy changes are likely to be its strongest
in terms of how they impinge on their economic advocates. But an effort to detect any differential
well-being. This hypothesis is supported here by the
support among sectors of the Soviet work force
correlations between assessments of the economy
failed. There are two explanations for these findings
and free-marketpreferences. Moreover, the nature of
that cannot really be distinguished by means of the
the relationshipis exactly as the literaturepredicts. In
data at hand. One possibility is that the economic
1990, those most critical of past economic perfor- sector is poorly specified, renderingthe model unable
mance tended to be the most enthusiastic supporters to capture the true self-interested effects. Another
of free-market reform. Moreover, what seemed to
possibility is that respondents are unable to evaluate
matter most in these retrospective evaluations was
their own self-interest associated with free-market
assessments of the performanceof the overall econreform, which is plausible given the novelty of these
omy rather than the respondent's personal financial initiatives for the Soviet citizens.
predicament. The negative relationship between retBeliefs about how market mechanisms work (part
rospective assessments and free-marketsupport sugof the free-market culture) affect how far Soviet
gests that the market economy was seen as a pallia- citizens will accept free-marketreforms.'4Those who
tive for the economic decline that characterizedthe
recognize the link between inequality and economic
preceding two decades. Nevertheless, there is some
efficiency were more likely to embrace the free marlimited evidence that concern with a future deterio- ket. Even though the inequality and economic effiration in personal finances might contributeto rejec- ciency questions received the most pro-market retion of free-marketexperiments.
sponses, only between one-quarter-to-two-thirdsof
In a similar manner, citizen support for democratic the respondents endorsed this idea. The other two
reform is enhanced by memories of poor overall dimensions (support for social guarantees and for
economic performance in the past and by expecta- egalitarianism)are more weakly correlatedwith suptions that the overall economy will decline in the near port for free-marketreformandcommand the support
future. Further democratizationseems to be considof only a small percentage of the population. This
ered an acceptableantidote to economic mismanage- suggests that the transition to free markets in the
ment. To some extent, this reflects the fact that in
Soviet Union will have to accommodate a large pro1990, Soviet citizens continued to see the influence of
portion of the population that clings aggressively to
the previous regime on economic policymaking. Afthe notions of social egalitarianism.To the extent that
ter all, an unelected president continued to dictate public opinion matters in this transition process, the
free-marketmodel for the former Soviet Union will
policy and the Soviet parliamentwas dominated by a
party apparatchikswho persistently opposed major more likely resemble that of the social democraciesof
economic change. Hence, there is some suggestion
Western Europe, which tend to champion egalitarithat institutional reform was seen as a means to
anism, rather than the more laissez-faire model
reduce the influences of the former regime over
found, for example, in the United States.
economic policymaking. Pocketbook issues played
The hypothesized link between democraticvalues
only a weak a role in shaping support for democratic and support for free-marketreform is strongly enreform. But unlike the market reform case, deterio- dorsed by the results of this study. Moreover,the two
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concepts are shaped by very similarfactors.Although
they are not synonymous, many citizens seem to
consider the two concepts to be very similar. In many
cases, what drives the individual to embrace democracy also results in a sympathetic reception for the
marketeconomy. While the support for both types of
institutional reform are strongly correlated, levels of
support for democratic reform remain significantly
higher than they are for free-marketreforms. Thereis
a large element of the Soviet population that embraces democracy but continues to be quite reticent
about the market economy.
There is a tendency, particularlyamong political
leaders in the former communist nations, to argue
that too much democracy will seriously inhibit the
transitionto a free-marketeconomy. It is true that the
existence of democratic institutions forces leaders to
take stock of public attitudes toward these reforms.
But measures designed to curtail the democratic
process in order to facilitate the transition to free
marketsmay actuallyundermine popular support for
these reforms. Support for democratic norms is
clearly an important correlate of popular acceptance
of the free market. Just as individuals are inclined to
embrace the free market as part of their support
for democracy, any decision to put "democracy on
hold" might, by the same logic, undermine public
support for economic change. The transition to a
free-marketeconomy would be better served by efforts to acceleraterather than slow down the process
of democratization. Historically, democratic institutions were seen as an important means to guarantee
the individual liberties associated with a well-established free market. In the case of the Soviet Union
and possibly other formercommunist regimes, widespread popular support for democraticvalues may be
the vehicle for galvanizing popular acceptance of the
free market.
The process by which institutions and attitudes
change is very differentin the late twentieth century
than it was during earlierhistoricalperiods. Certainly
in the early history of most of the developed democracies, democratizationwas typically preceded by an
economic change that either gradually or abruptly
introduced private property and free-marketinstitutions. The situation is made much different today
because of the promotion of differentmodels that are
easily accessible through various global mass media
(Dahl 1971;Pye 1990). Unlike earlierperiods, democracy has emerged as a popular institution not because
it best facilitates the protection of liberties, private
property, and contracts, which are such valued aspects of a free-market economy. Rather, the democraticmodel is popular in the Soviet Union because of
its inherent attractions (freedom, liberty, etc.) and
widespread diffusion through the global mediawhich Starrlabels the "global demonstration effect"
(1991, 360; see also Bruszt and Stark 1991; Mueller
1989). To some extent, democracy is something of a
fad in the Soviet Union, promoted through increasing
access to Western ideas.
Capitalism, on the other hand, has not benefited
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from the same positive public relations and this is
reflectedin the lower levels of enthusiasm that Soviet
citizens have demonstrated toward free-marketvalues. Market economies come in wide varieties and
have been subject to widespread criticismboth in the
West and in the former communist regimes (in contrast to the value of democracy, which is rarely
challenged). Hence, because the global portrayal of
the free-marketmodel is much more contentious than
is the case with democracy, it should come as no
surprise that the Soviet population demonstrates a
certain hesitancy regarding free-market reforms.
Moreover, the changes associated with free-market
reforms will be exacting and pose serious short-term
risks for the average citizen.
The findings presented here suggest that the citizens who have embraced democraticvalues are also
likely to support the adoption of free-marketreforms.
Since there seems to be a high degree of support for
democratic institutional reform, this bodes well for
proponents of free-marketpolicies. To some extent,
the contemporary developmental relationship between free marketsand democracyhas changed from
what existed in the previous periods. While at the
system level, free markets have historically been
considered a necessary condition to democratization,
the pattern has reversed itself somewhat today. At
the individual level, the two variables-acceptance of
certain democratic norms and support for free markets-are mutually reinforcing. Therefore, proponents of free-marketreform can take some comfort
from the widespread acceptance of democraticinstitutions. But the results also suggest reason for concern. If support for democratic institutions were to
wane (as it very well might in a number of the newly
independent republics), it could have adverse consequences for the introduction of market economies.

Notes
I am grateful to several agencies for support for this
research, including the National Science Foundation (SES9003868), the College of Social Sciences and the LimitedGrant-in-Aidprogramat the University of Houston, the Los
AngelesTimes,the Dresser Foundation, the AmericanJewish
Committee, the Texas Advanced ResearchProgram,and the
USSR Academy of Sciences. I also greatly appreciate the
criticaladvice of Mark Franklin,Vicki Hesli, James Gibson,
Chris Wlezien, GrahamAllison, Donna Kline, Leesa Boeger,
and Huang Park. This Soviet survey researchprojectowes a
tremendous debt to the efforts of James Gibson, Polina
Kozyreva,GennadyDenisovsky and MichailMatskovsky.An
earlierversion of this paperwas presentedat the Universityof
Houston PoliticalEconomyWorkshop.
1. I realize that recent events have rendered the term
Soviet Union somewhat outmoded. For convenience sake, I
retain the term as a generalreferenceto the mass publics and
republic-level political institutions that occupy the former
territoriesof the Soviet Union.
2. The joint report of the InternationalMonetary Fund
and other internationalfinancial institutions recommended
radicaleconomic reforms and noted that "the prospect of a
sharp fall in output and rapid increase in prices in the early
stages of a radicalreformis daunting"(1991,18). A discussion
of some of the social consequences of restructuringcan be
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found in Zaslavskaya1990a,86-95. See also the collection of
essays in Bahry and Moses 1990. For a discussion of these
issues from the perspectiveof ThirdWorlddevelopment, see
Nelson 1990a.
3. Offe discusses why he thinks the micro preconditions
for the development of free-marketinstitutions (specifically,
patienceon the part of the mass public)do notexist in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union (1991, 22). For a discussion of
the politics of economic change in developing nations, see
Nelson 1990a, 1990b.
4. For a discussion of why such free-marketinitiatives
have gained so much popularity, see World Bank 1991.
5. This point is made by J. Elster(1990)and reinforcedby
Offer(1991).
6. The link between the economy and politicalpreferences
is often made in the U.S. case. Two of the most thorough
summariesof this voluminous literatureare Kiewiet1983and,
for the comparativeperspective, Lewis-Beck1988.
7. Others, such as Sanjian, have argued though that the
fear of change may override any support for free-market
reforms: "The citizenry as a whole, independent of any
individual'splace in the power structure,fearsthe prospectof
higher prices as subsidies are eliminated and supply and
demand move prices to their market levels, resents the
growth of social tension as income distributionbecomes less
egalitarian,and protests the weakening of familiarsafety nets
for the disadvantaged.Though they will also enjoy the fruits
of a healthier economy in the long run should the reforms
prove effective,it is these short-termcosts-together with the
absence of any apparentimmediatebenefits of perestroikathat preoccupy public opinion" (1990, 62).
8. One of the problemswith modeling prospectiveevaluations of the economy with preferences (support for an
incumbentor particularpolicies) is the difficultyin characterizing the exactreasoning of the respondent. Are respondents
projecting the future impact of old policies on the performance of the Soviet economy or have they already factored
into considerationa change in economic policy so that they
are responding to the future performance of free market
policies?With appropriatequestions, greaterlight could have
been shed on these issues but unfortunatelythey were not
asked in this particularsurvey project. Hence my model of
citizen preferencesassumes that in May 1990, when asked to
assess the general state of the Soviet economy in the next 12
months, citizens assigned responsibility to the command
economy policies of the formerregime.
can simply be translatedas "restructuring."
9. Perestroika
But during the Gorbachevperiod the termbecame associated
with a wide range of politicaland economic reforms such as
attempts to decentralize enterprise decision making and increase the financialindependence of state-owned firms; and
the introductionof laws authorizingcooperativeenterprises
in the services-and-consumer-goodsareas and permitting
joint ventures with Westernfirms.
10. Also see Brody and Sniderman 1977 and Schlozman
and Verba 1979 for evidence of the general tendency of
individuals to personalize problems, rather than attribute
them to societal forces such as government.
11. Presumably,in a market economy with private firms,
employee compensation would be based on a competitive
labor market.If employees were allowed to continue unconstrainedto appropriategoods and servicesfromthe firm, as is
the case now in many state-owned firms, the end result
would be bankruptcy.This behavior is, of course, a form of
rent seeking that occurs in market economies (see, e.g.,
Krueger1990). But rent seeking has been particularlyprevalent in certainsectors of the Soviet economy. With privatization and freeing of prices, opportunities for such lucrative
activity would be reduced and thereforefree-marketpolicies
would likely be opposed by employees in these sectors.
12. Fora discussion of the role of socioeconomicinterestin
Hungarian public opinion during its regime change, see
Bruszt and Simon 1990.
13. An illustration is Kornai's discussion of the cultural
barriersto economic reformin Hungary:
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At each stage of his life, startingwith the child enteringkindergarten and ending with the old person retiringto a home for the aged,
the citizenof a socialistcountrywas told that not business, but only
work (more specifically,work done in the frameworkof an enterprise or organizationin the public sector)was the single legitimate
sourceof income. He was taughtthat some inequalitywas tolerable
or perhapseven useful for the sake of providingmaterialincentives
to people, but that there should not be "too much" of it.... Right
now, in the beginningof a new era, many people in variouspolitical
groups, even within strongly anticommunistmovements, are still
under the spell of their formerindoctrinationin extremeegalitarian
values. They regardprofitor high income as the result of unethical
practices,and speculationand profiteeringas sure signs of unacceptablegreed. (1990,21)
14. For an excellent short summary, see the essay by

Almond (1991). See also Berger 1986; Dahl 1989; Lindblom
1977;Moore 1966;and Schumpeter1942.
15. The argumentthat free marketsand the abandonment
of socialism are importantpreconditionsto the development
of democracyhas been made by a number of Soviet scholars
(e.g., Klyamkin1990;Migranianand Klyamkin1990).
16. This is the classic liberal case for market systems:
"Libertythrough the market;no libertywithout." See Friedman 1962;Hayek 1944;and Lindblom1977, 45. See also the
extensive evidence of the strong correlationbetween economic development (which tends to be synonymous with
market economies) and democratization(Dahl 1971; Lipset
1959;Powell 1982).
17. PolinaKozyrevaand GennadyDenisovsky directedthe
fieldwork. A more extensive description of the survey is
provided in Gibson and Duch 1993.
18. For a similar effort to characterizesupport for freemarketpolicies in the Soviet Union, see Times MirrorCenter
for the People and the Press 1991, a preliminaryreport of a
survey conducted in May 1991.
19. See also a discussion of the Shatalin Plan and the
linkage between free prices and a decentralizedeconomy in
Hewett 1990and Peck and Richardson1991.
20. Cook (1990)notes that three importantfactorsexplain
high levels of job security in the Soviet Union: management
incentives to retainand hoard labor, institutionaland legislative guaranteesof employmentsecurity,and an implied social
contractbetween the regime and its citizen. A discussion of
the right to work in socialist and capitalisteconomies can be
found in Elster(1988).
21. In this respect, it differsconsiderablyfromother studies
such as the recent one conducted by Schiller, Boycko, and
Korobov (1991), which is not concerned with individual
preferences regarding free-market policy initiatives but,
rather, with how individuals would respond to a variety of
differentfree-marketsituations.
22. This 28%o
is precisely the percentagethat Pipes cites as
supportinga free market"in the true meaning of the words"
(1990, 80).
23. The mean inter-itemcorrelationfor the three questions
included in this scale is .35. Cronbach'salpha for overallscale
reliabilityis .58.
24. With events changing so rapidly in the former Soviet
Union, it would be imprudentto treata single survey as more
than a snapshot of an evolving politicalsituation.This evolving situation is less of a problem here because our primary
interest is the relationshipamong variables.
25. N = approximately1,500.The questionwordingswere,
"How worried are you that the prices of the things you buy
will rise sharplyin the next twelve months?"and "And what
about next year? Do you think you and your family will live
better than today or worse?"
26. For an excellent comparison of the popular attitudes
towardand knowledge of free-marketprinciplesin the Soviet
Union and the United States, see Shiller, Boycko, and Korobov 1991, 1992.
27. Evans (1990)notes that this policy of aggressive wage
leveling actually originatedin the 1950s under Khrushchev.
Butby the 1980sthe need to link rewardswith the qualityand
quantity of labor output was even embracedby Communist
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party officials (Evans 1990; Shmelyov 1991; Zaslavskaya
1990a).
28. In each case, respondents were asked to indicate how
far they agreed with the proposition. The response set was
agreestrongly,agree,uncertain,disagree,or disagreestrongly.
29. Shiller,Boycko, and Korobov(1992)suggest that Soviet
attitudes toward market incentives are not easily distinguished from those of citizens in developed capitalistnations.
Given similar situational or institutional situations, the two
citizen types are likely to behave similarly.They suggest that
what varies between the two types of societies is the institutional and regulatoryenvironment, leading to differenttypes
of economicbehavior.This is consistent with results reported
here that indicate a basic understanding and acceptance of
how marketmechanisms operate.
30. The eigenvalue of the first factor extracted is 1.44,
accountingfor 36%of the originalvariance.The eigenvalue of
the second factor extractedis .94. N = 1,560. I noted earlier
that measures of free-marketvalues are quite distinct from
preferencesfor free-marketreform.Aside from the theoretical
justificationfor treatingthese as distinct concepts, the empirical evidence also suggests that they are very different. The
correlation between the free-market factor score and the
"inequalityand efficiency"factor score is .26.
31. The conflictbetween egalitariannorms and efficiencyin
capitalist democracies has been widely debated. See Okun
1975;Schumpeter1942;and Zajac1978.
32. The response set read as follows: disagreestrongly,
disagree,uncertain,agree,stronglyagree.
33. These results contrast rather dramatically with the
support for income equality found in the Finifterand Mickiewicz study (1992, 860). They find strong opposition to
egalitarianismwhile I find exactly the opposite. I tend to
concurwith the authorsthat their question wording probably
biased respondents againstincome equality.
34. The eigenvalue of the first factor extracted is 1.71,
accountingfor 56.9%of the originalvariance.The eigenvalue
of the second factor extractedis .80. N = 1,560.
35. For a discussion of these extensive social guarantees,
see Zaslavskaya1990a.
36. These indicatorshave been adopted from the International Social Survey Project(ISSP)on attitudes toward social
inequality (see Dekker and Ester 1991;Jowell, Witherspoon,
and Brook 1989).
37. The wording in the ISSPstudy is slightly differentfrom
that used in the USSR questionnaire.The ISSP propositions
were "The government should provide more chances for
children from poor families to go to university," "The government should provide a job for everyone who wants one,"
and "The government should provide everyone with a guaranteed basic income."
38. In their analysis of analysis of Hungarian mass attitudes toward government social guaranteesand welfare policies, Bruszt and Simon (1991) find similar high levels of
support for government interventionism.
39. From the battery of propositions posed in this survey
regardingdemocracy,this particularset focused most clearly
on specific institutionalreform.
40. This measure of support for competitive elections was
developed with James Gibson and Kent Tedin (see Gibson,
Duch, and Tedin 1992).
41. The eigenvalue of the first factor is 1.77 and accounts
for 59% of the item variance. The eigenvalue of the second
factoris .68. Cronbach'salpha is .66.
42. In fact, in two earlier works, employed a measure of
democraticvalues that incorporateda wide range of dimensions in a single indicator (Gibson and Duch 1992;Gibson,
Duch, and Tedin 1992). Here I separate out support for
specific institutionalreforms from other dimensions of democratic values. My primary theoretical concern here is to
explore the relationship between support for two different
types of institutional reform: changes in the economy and
change in politicalinstitutions. Support for competitive elections proved a particularlygood indicatorof Soviet support
for the introductionof democraticinstitutions. The measure
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of support for competitive elections employed here is highly
correlatedwith the democraticvalues I employed elsewhere
(Gibsonand Duch 1992).The Pearsoncorrelationcoefficientis
.79. Moreover, in the subsequent analyses the results are
essentially the same regardlessof which of the two measures
is employed.
43. The dependent variable is based on the factor scores
from the factoranalysis describedearlier.High values represent support for free-marketreforms.
44. Simply on the assumption that respondents' evaluations of the future might be highly conditioned by their
assessments of the past or that assessments of the overall
economy and their personal financial situation might be
strongly correlated,one might expect a high degree of multicollinearityamong the economicvariablesin the model. But,
this does not prove to be the case. The highest correlation
among the economic independent variablesis -.43 between
assessments of next year's overall economy and whether the
respondent thought he or she would live better next year.
Droppingthis variablefromthe analysis has very little impact
on coefficientsand their standarderrors.
45. Zaslavskaya (1990a) suggests a very detailed set of
hypothesis linking the present socioeconomic situation to
self-interestedattitudestowardmarketreform.Unfortunately
the measures of socioeconomicstatus in the USSRsurvey are
not precise enough to test these hypotheses.
46. Finifterand Mickiewicz(1992)report a similar finding
and include "careeradvantages"as at least one explanation
for this relationship.
47. In Finifterand Mickiewicz1992,app. B, this questionis
listed as Q22b.
48. The notion that norms play an importantrole in economic behavioris addressed by Elster(1989).
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